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He stepped out from the building.  Stopping, he took a moment to look at the evening 
sky.   
 
“Days are getting shorter,“ he thought.   
 
Taking a moment longer, he took in the beauty of the changing light playing on a field of 
clouds.  A few high-flying birds caught his attention, and not for the first time in his life 
envied their apparent freedom.  Then he remembered that things always look good from 
afar, but seldom are.   
 
“Ah well,” he voiced out loud, “probably would not like it any better.”   
 
Then looked around to make sure no one was there to catch him talking to himself.  Not 
that there was much of a chance of anyone else leaving so late.   
 
As he made his way to his transport, his thought wandered and slowly turned to her.  
They always did.  It seems like his whole life had revolved around her.  They’ve been 
apart for a while now, and -- not for the first time -- he longed for her presence.   
 
What seemed like ages ago, she had just up and left.  No goodbyes, no notice . . . one 
moment she was there, the next she was gone.  He knew she was gone because her purse 
was gone.  Though there had been nothing to say, he still had longed for a last word, an 
acknowledgement of their time together, an affirmation of what they meant to each other.   
 
From the time she had left, to the present, thought of reuniting had not been far from his 
mind.  The time was closer now, but he still faced a long journey.  Again, as he often did, 
he wished he could “skip” through time.  Some person somewhere had once said that it is 
not the destination that one savors, but the journey.  Yeah, well . . . not all journeys are 
worth savoring. 
 
He finally reached his transport.  His one extravagance; not for the status or image, but 
because it gave him pleasure.  A measure of high comfort during the times he was most 
alone; alone with his thoughts, fears, hopes, dreams, and memories.   
 
It was a comfortable place to sort through all the clutter while passing countless scenery.  
As the transport came to life, it began to adjust the cabin to preset environmental 
parameters.  Gauges and displays came to life, numbers and lights flashing to reassure 
him everything was as it should be.  He received updates regarding the condition of his 
route, and received a warning regarding low fuel.  He quickly checked his range, and 
decided he could wait a while longer. 
 



Donning his eye protection, he strapped himself in, and the big craft left its resting place.  
Idly he wondered how his transport would perceive life if it were capable of thought.  
Sleep, awake, work, sleep.  Then he remembered that was not too far from his own life.   
 
Again, he thought of her . . . no, not quite like his own life.  He had something to look 
forward to.  The journey had begun.  Soon he would look in her eyes, and everything will 
seem better.   
 
As he expertly maneuvered his large transport through remnants of the afternoon 
congestion, he idly wondered if she was thinking of him this very moment.   
 
“It has been a long while” he thought.  And she was preoccupied with her own worries.  
Still, it was nice to ponder that his existence may be fondly acknowledged by at least one 
other in this world.   
 
“Not that I don’t have friends.” he thought.   
 
But of course, it was not the same.  He had no friends that were as close.  Indeed, his 
whole life he had not let anyone get close to him.  He cared for and helped many people, 
but it was a one-way street.  Not asking, or wanting, for anything in return.  He often 
wondered at his nature.  He suspected it was a measure of control.  If you don’t owe 
anything to anyone, you are free to control your life.  Then again, it may be his logic.  He 
could work out his own life’s issues without needing help from a third party.   
 
His attention was drawn back to his route.  Someone far ahead had performed an abrupt 
maneuver.   
 
“A malfunction,” he wondered?   
 
No, the person kept going.  As he drew near, he saw nothing to warrant the erratic 
behavior.  
 
“Probably was distracted, and wandered outside his designated path.”  At the speeds they 
traveled, that could be lethal.  His senses sharp, he concentrated more on his 
surroundings, and less on his musings. 
 
But as he blew by familiar landmarks, he once again drifted into thought of his upcoming 
reunion.  “Definitively a hug! Got to give her a hug the moment I see her.”  That stirred 
countless memories of moments they had shared, holding each other tight, wishing for 
the rest of the world to go away.  For a moment he considered pushing the transport a bit 
faster, but opted against it.  It was not the most stable craft around, and it was perfectly 
suited for run-of-the-mill travel at what most people considered boring speeds.   
 
“We have gotten spoiled by our fast-paced lives,” he thought, “the small time I would 
gain is really not worth the risk.”   
 



Better to continue to the reunion, and avoid becoming a statistic.  That triggered thought 
of his mortality.  More and more lately, his thought wandered to the end of his days.  
Where they close?  He felt fine, but anything can happen, anywhere.  All of the sudden he 
was slightly nervous.   
 
Awareness of the potential for destruction all around him made him slightly tentative, and 
in fact probably made him more prone to a mishap.   
 
“Relax!” he told himself.   
 
He put on some music.  He was constantly surprised at music’s ability to affect his mood.  
It was an escape he often used to help him sort out events in his life.  When preoccupied 
with something, he often worked with music as the background; it seemed to free his 
mind from distractions as he pondered on life, work, and everyday problems.  One of the 
small joys of life was to come across a piece of music that stirred him, that touched that 
undefined portion of his being, and allowed him for those brief minutes to forget all the 
cares of the world.  Too bad so much of today’s music was crap. 
 
Suddenly, a transport a few hundred yards ahead took a hard left.  It was one of those 
large commercial units.  It was not meant to do those kinds of maneuvers.  It lost control, 
and slammed into two other fairly large transports.  They in turn lost control and crashed.   
 
Pandemonium.  He quickly wondered how he was going to avoid hitting the growing 
chaos ahead.   
 
With all his immediate danger, his mind still took the time to review three things very 
quickly:  1)” should have left earlier,”  2) “I’m going to be late,” and 3) “I’m going to 
hit!!.” 
 
Steer, brake, accelerate, steer . . . incredibly, he blew by two small transports and the big 
commercial one as it was still sliding . . . and found himself on the other side of the 
fracas.  He realized he had taken a great risk, but it had paid off.  He had accelerated 
while aiming for an ever-shrinking opening.  Had he not made it, he would have hit hard, 
and maybe not have survived.   
 
Taking care to power down, he unstrapped and exited the transport.  He was the only one 
that made it past the wreck that now blocked all traffic.  There was a pile of twisted metal 
between him and the rest of what moments before had been his fellow travelers.  He 
remembered his communicator, and went back to call for help.  Quickly, he described 
where he was and what had happened, and then ran back toward the transport.   
 
It had started to smoke.  He was worried about explosions or fires.  Modern fuel packed a 
powerful punch, and was very volatile.  Approaching cautiously, he looked for people 
that may need help.  The commercial unit’s cab was the only one that he could reach; all 
the other transports had crashed on the other side of it.  He could hear people shouting on 
the other side of the wreck.  He reached the transport’s driver compartment, but the driver 



was not visible in his seat.  As he got closer, he noticed odd little things – a small picture 
of a woman at an amusement park, a plastic statue of some saint, and the remnants of 
what looked like fast food.  He also smelled a lot of fuel.   
 
He finally saw the driver.  The harness had held him, but now he was hanging sideways 
and unconscious.  Damn!  A big guy.   
 
“If I cut him loose, he’s going to fall and hurt himself.  Probably will sue me!” 
 
“Screw it,” he thought, “got to get him out of there.”    
 
He could not reach the buckle, so pulled his knife and cut the straps.  He took care not to 
let the man’s head hit anything, but the guy will have some bruises in other places.  
Slowly, he pulled the person out of the cockpit, taking care that the arms and legs didn’t 
get into unnatural angles.  Once out, he pulled the man away very quickly.  He did not 
know what was a safe distance, so he pulled him a long way.   
 
Just then, some medical units showed up.  People jumped out.  Some came to help him, 
other bravely headed back to the convoluted masses of metals.  By now he could see 
other units arriving on the other side of the wreck, and people trying to help one another 
away from the mess.   He watched as the driver of the transport was being worked on.  
His thought turned to the picture he had seen.  He too had someone to live for.  Perhaps 
he too had been on the way to a reunion.   
 
“Shit!!”  He ran to his transport.  He wanted to power it up and get it out of the way of 
whatever units were likely to show up here so he would not get blocked in.  As he did so, 
he thumbed the presets on his communicator.  He desperately wanted to speak to her.   
 
But she did not pick up.  The answering machine spewed the short message he had 
recorded ages ago.  He cut off the communication.  “No message,” he thought, “not for 
this”.   
 
By now the number of rescue units had grown.  People were swarming all over the place.  
As many time before, inside his cockpit the world seemed far away.  He watched as in a 
movie all the activity around him.  He knew there was a lot of noise all around him, but 
from inside his transport it seemed muted and far away.    
 
The impact of the last ten minutes finally hit him.  He had been incredibly lucky.  He 
relaxed a bit, and the excess adrenaline made his arms and legs weak.   He took a few 
more moments, and then went looking for a cop.  He thought he should give some 
account of what he remembered, and then he could leave.  He headed to what looked like 
a command center, spoke to some uniform, asked if he could leave, and headed back to 
the transport.   
 
He wanted to stay and see more, but he also wanted to continue his journey.  A sense of 
urgency now engulfed him.  He needed to hug her.  And he had a long way to go yet.  He 



wondered briefly how the person he pulled from the wreck was doing.  He almost went 
back, but saw no useful thing he could do there.  So he pressed on.   
 
Once again, as mile after mile streaked by, his thoughts wandered to his life.  It almost 
ended tonight.  What were his life’s accomplishments?  What would people remember 
about him?  What purpose had his life served?   
 
Same answer as always: no purpose other than to live, and insignificant in the scheme of 
things.  But there was one person that was joined with him in this life.  They seemingly 
shared little, but at the same time it was everything to be with each other.  He once again 
tried to reach her, but again no answer.  A shadow of a worry crossed his mind.  Is she 
OK?  Of course she is!!  Silly, really.  She may be outside, and was probably out of 
earshot.  Still, combined with everything else that had happened, his apprehension grew.   
 
This time he actually did speed up a bit.  He tried to clear his mind, and think of other 
affairs in his life.  But really, there was nothing else that mattered.  Again, he was 
worried.  He tried to reach her again. 
 
“Hello?” she answered. 
 
“Where were you?” he asked. 
 
“I was taking a shower, why?” 
 
“I was trying to call you.” 
 
“Sorry,” she said.  “I left early.  You were at a meeting.  When I got home I went for a 
walk, and then needed a shower.  Where are you?” 
 
“Just coming up the drive; will be there in a minute.  And boy, do I have something to tell 
you.  But before all else . . .  I love you!” 
 
“I love you too.” 
 
Ah, yes.  Life is wonderful. 
 
“Oh, one more thing . . . remind me I need to get gas for the Suburban tomorrow 
morning.” 
 
“OK, bye” 


